
Attention a video marketers, authors, and affiliates! 

The following is a message for every a video marketer, author, or affiliate who needs to make 

great videos, but has struggled to figure out what to actually SAY in those videos.  

In short, you need a script so you know what to SAY in the sales videos you want to make. 

Hi, My name is Jim Edwards and here's the TRUTH you need to know about sales video scripts! 

In fact, here's the biggest problem you face right now. 

It's not knowing what to say in the videos you want to make with the cool video software you’ve 

bought in the past.  

But that's not the end of the problem. It actually gets worse! 

Here's the Real Problem you're facing when it comes to creating video scripts that sell. 

Bottom Line: if you don't know what to say, you won't make any videos! 

Which means you wasted money buying video creation software AND you're not getting the 

benefit of marketing videos that actually work. 

And, worst of all, most video marketers, authors, and affiliates can't get past the idea that 

figuring out what to say in your video sales letters takes a long time and is really hard. 

But nothing could be further from the truth! 

So if you're an author or affiliate marketer who has bought video creation software and wants to 

know what to say to make great sales videos FAST, but you’ve struggled to figure out what to 

actually SAY in those videos, then here's the solution you've been looking for... 

Introducing "Instant Sales Video Scripts Wizard!" 

"Instant Sales Video Scripts Wizard" Helps You: 

 Instantly create dozens of different *customized* scripts and video sales letters that sell 

like crazy with just a few mouse clicks - no matter what you sell! 

 Use those proven video scripts instantly with Video Maker FX, Easy Sketch Pro, The 

Hand Drawn Whiteboard Megabundle, PowToon, GoAnimate and more… 

 Instantly output your video scripts as actual PowerPoint presentations, scripts for live 

motion video, or even text for outsourcing the entire video creation project! 

 Create powerful sales video scripts for your own videos, client videos, affiliate offers, 

and more 



 Cut hours, even days, off the process by answering a few simple questions, click a 

mouse, and spit out customized, professional-level video scripts you can use in any video 

maker software… all in less than 30 minutes 

... and much, MUCH more! 

And best of all... you'll start seeing results with "Short Sales Video Scripts Wizard" in less than 

20 minutes and it costs just $47. 

ACT Now: 

 Because knowing what to "SAY" in your videos is 90% of the battle and this wizard 

software eliminates the pain and hassle of not knowing how to write great sales copy! 

 (ACT Now:) and we’ll include the “Enterprise” License – which means you can use this 

amazing software to create video scripts for other people (a $197 value – FREE for a 

limited time) 

 (ACT Now:) Because The "Instant Sales Video Scripts" Wizard software bridges the gap 

from where you are now to knowing what to SAY in your videos so people buy from 

you. This software solves your problem instantly and is the tool you need to help you win 

the video marketing game in your niche! 

Act Now - Before It's Too Late!... 

Get Onboard With Instant Sales Video Scripts Wizard from Jim Edwards Now! 

Click the Button below to Claim Your Copy Right Now! 


